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SYNOPSIS 

Different emulsion polymerization processes allowed variation in the microstructure of 
composite natural rubber (NR)-based latex particles. A prevulcanized and a not-crosslinked 
natural rubber latex were coated with a shell of crosslinked poly(methy1 methacrylate) 
(PMMA) or polystyrene (PS). The bipolar redox initiating system tert-butyl hydroperoxidel 
tetraethylene pentamine promoted a core-shell arrangement. Furthermore, PS subinclusions 
were introduced into the NR core. The initiators used for the subinclusion synthesis were 
azobisisobutyronitrile at  high temperature and a redox initiation system consisting of tert- 
butyl hydroperoxide/dimethylaniline at low temperature. The morphology of the resulting 
latex interpenetrating networks (IPN) was characterized by transmission electron micros- 
copy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Different staining methods allowed 
us to increase the contrast between the NR phase and the secondary polymers in the 
composite latex particles. A semicontinuous feeding process decreased the PS subinclusions 
size by a factor of 6 in comparison with a batch reaction. Depending on the NR/styrene 
swelling ratio, the crosslinking degree, and the polymerization temperature used, distinct 
differences of‘ the phase arrangement of polymers in the latex particles were revealed. 
0 1996 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 

INTRODUCTION 

Control of latex particle morphology by seeded 
emulsion polymerization is well known in industry. 
Many latex applications such as adhesives, coatings, 
impact modification, and toughening of polymers 
depend on it.’-“ Latex particles with different mor- 
phological structures can be prepared from seeded 
emulsion polymerization  technique^.^.^ These par- 
ticles typically comprise an inner soft polymer 
sphere, i.e., the “core,” and an  outer hard polymer 
“shell.” Although particles may be prepared in two 
consecutive stages, a core-shell structure does not 
necessarily result. In the literature, many examples 
of other phase arrangements like, e.g., “raspberry- 
like,” “acornlike,” “sandwichlike,” “poow,” and in- 

verted structures are found>-’ Figure 1 schematically 
represents these structures. 

Many different parameters like, e.g., the monomer 
addition sequence, the hydrophilicity of the mono- 
mers and polymers, the used initiating systems, and 
the viscosity within the monomer swollen seed latex 
particles have to be taken into account. The last 
factor is primarily determined by the reaction tem- 
perature, the degree of crosslinking of the polymer 
chains, the monomer concentration in the seed latex 
particle during the reaction, and the molecular 
weight of the polymers. Furthermore, thermody- 
namic and kinetic aspects have to  be considered. A 
morphology with the lowest free energy G is only 
achieved when the mobility of polymer chains is not 
too much reduced by a very high viscosity within 
the monomer swollen latex particle. 

In this article, the preparation of composite nat- 
ural rubber (NR)-based latex particles is described. 
I t  is an extension of earlier studies of the modifi- 
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Figure 1 
ticles. 

Possible morphologies of composite latex par- 

cation of NR while still in latex Although 
modified NR latexes have been exploited industrially 
for 40 years, many of the fundamental processes in- 
volved in the formation of specific morphologies re- 
main poorly understood. A redox-initiating system 
consisting of tert-butyl hydroperoxide (tert-BuHP) 
and tetraethylene pentamine (TEPA) proved to be 
very effective for emulsion polymerization in an NR 
latex: I t  is not sensitive to oxygen and works well 
with ammonia present. A surfactant (usually a fatty 
acid soap) protects the latex against coagulation. 
Virtually all commercial processes for grafting 
monomers onto NR are based on this type of redox 
p~lymerization.'~ Composite NR latexes of this type 
are known as Heueaplus.'G Another method of ini- 
tiation consists of a pretreatment of the NR latex 
with a hydroperoxide and an activator followed by 
the addition of methyl methacrylate and a stabi- 
1 i ~ e r . I ~  I t  is also possible to  employ a fully oil 
soluble redox system consisting typically of ben- 
zoyl peroxide and dimethylaniline (DMA)." The  
grafting efficiency is comparable to  the tert-BuHP/ 
TEPA-based initiation system. An inactivated 
polymerization with hydroperoxides, azobisiso- 
butyronitrile (AIBN), or persulfates can also be 
used, but proves to  be less effective than are the 
activated systems. Last but not least, y-radiation- 
induced copolymerization in a monomer-swollen 
NR seed latex is p o s ~ i b l e . ' ~ ~ ~ ~  

In 1958, Allen et  a1." determined in detail the 
grafting mechanism by using tracer methods. The 
reaction mechanism is schematically represented by 
the following equations: 

The  addition reaction (2) plays a minor role in re- 
lation to the transfer reaction (1). The equations 
explain also the mechanism in solution or in solid 

rubber, swollen with a monomer containing the ini- 
tiator. 

The present investigation is concerned with the 
emulsion polymerization of styrene (St) and methyl 
methacrylate (MMA) in a prevulcanized and a not- 
crosslinked NR latex to  obtain composite NR latex 
particles. Their morphology was investigated as  a 
function of the addition method and the used ini- 
tiation systems. One of the most important aspects 
of the graft copolymerization in an NR latex is the 
site of the polyrnerizati~n.*'**~ Investigations by 
Andrews and Turnerz4 and Allen et a1.21.z5 suggest 
that  the nature of the different initiating systems 
determines primarily the morphological structure 
of composite NR-based latex particles. We chose a 
bipolar redox initiator couple consisting of tert- 
BuHP and TEPA to promote a core-shell mor- 
phology. Furthermore, crosslinked polystyrene 
(PS) subinclusions were introduced into the NR 
core using AIBN initiation or the hydrophobic re- 
dox initiation system tert-BuHPIDMA (tert- 
BuHP/DMA). The emulsion polymerization pro- 
cedures used for the preparation of these composite 
latex particles determine whether the NR chains 
will be grafted or not. This  difference is due to  
the grafting mechanism which is based on a direct 
initiator attack on the NR molecule. The  redox 
initiation system tert-BuHPIDMA is known to  
graft NR chains. On the other hand, AIBN initi- 
ation does not graft NR chains because of the in- 
ferior resonance stabilization of 2-cyano-2-propyl 
radicals. The  prepared composite NR-based par- 
ticles can be classified as  interpenetrating (IPN) 
or semi-interpenetrating latex networks (semi- 
IPN)  combining a rubber and a thermoplastic 
polymer. An IPN is defined as  a combination of 
two polymer networks, which were prepared in 
such a manner that  a t  least one has been synthe- 
sized and/or crosslinked in the presence of the 
other.26 

One possible application of the prepared com- 
posite NR-based latex particles is their use as  im- 
pact modifiers for poly(methy1 methacrylate) 
( PMMA),z7 PS," poly(styrene-co-acrylonitrile),zg 
and polycarbonate/PS or poly( styrene-co-acrylo- 
nitrile) ternary blends.29 The composite NR-based 
latex particles possess a polar PMMA shell around 
the rubber core in order to  compatibilize the rub- 
bery particles with different polymer matrices. A 
hard shell which is encapsulating the soft rubber 
core is needed for the continuous blending prep- 
aration process in a twin-screw extruder. NR has 
an  overall balance of properties which is un- 
matched by synthetic polymers. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 

A centrifuged prevulcanized NR latex “Reuultex 
MR” and a not-crosslinked NR latex “Revertex AR” 
of Revertex Co., with a solids content of 60% were 
used as seed latexes in an  emulsion polymerization. 
Photon correlation spectroscopy performed on a 
Malvern Autosizer I1 gave 500 nm as the z-average 
mean value for the particle size of prevulcanized and 
not-crosslinked NR latexes. 

Figure 2 shows that the particle-size distribution 
curves of both seed latexes are very similar. The 
very polydisperse distribution curves are situated 
between 0.2 and 2 pm. 

Deionized water was used in all experiments. 
Styrene (Fluka AG) was purified by passing through 
an aluminum oxide column and MMA (Atochem) 
was distilled. Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate 
(EGDMA, Merck), tert-BuHP (70% aqueous solu- 
tion, Merck), TEPA (Fluka AG), DMA (Fluka AG), 
AIBN (Merck), and the surfactant AD-33 (37% 
aqueous solution of an ammonium nonylphenylether 
sulfate, Seppic) were used as received. The  antibac- 
terial agent “Prevent01 DG” of Bayer was added to 
protect the NR latexes against microorganisms. 

Synthesis of PS Subinclusions Within NR particles 

Latex semi-IPNs consisting of not-crosslinked NR 
and crosslinked PS were synthesized in a stirred 
stainless-steel batch reactor (5 L). Preliminary trials 
were performed in a 1 L glass reactor to  determine 
the optimal polymerization conditions. The reactors 
were purged with nitrogen. Crosslinked PS subin- 
clusions, 20, 40, or 60 wt %, were introduced into 
the NR-based latex particles. 

A hydrophobic redox initiation system of tert- 
BuHP and DMA (ratio 1/1,0.50 wt % based on NR) 
served for the preparation of different latex semi- 
IPNs. First, the noncrosslinked NR rubber seed la- 
tex was diluted with distilled water so that  the final 
latex solids content was 40%, and 1.5 wt % based 
on the final solids content of the surfactant AD-33 
was added. Then, a solution of St containing the 
activator DMA and 0.25 wt % of the crosslinking 
agent EGDMA was stirred into the seed latex for 
10 min. After a period of 30 min, the initiator tert- 
BuHP was added and the temperature was increased 
to  50°C for 12 h. 

Furthermore, 0.40 wt % AIBN based on NR was 
used as  the initiator. First, the non-crosslinked NR 
rubber seed latex was diluted with distilled water to  

Figure 2 
a not-crosslinked NR-based latex. 

Size-distribution curve of a prevulcanized and 

obtain a final composite NR latex with a solids con- 
tent of 50%. Second, 1.0 wt % of the surfactant AD- 
33 based on the monomer was added to the diluted 
NR latex. Then, a mixture of St containing 0.25 wt 
% DMAEG and the initiator was pumped into the 
agitated NR latex for 10 min. The reactor was stirred 
for 3 h a t  room temperature before the temperature 
was increased to  70°C to start the polymerization. 
After a reaction time of 5 h, the temperature was 
increased to 85°C for 1.5 h to finish the reaction. 
The degree of conversion was determined gravi- 
metrically. 

Synthesis of NR-based Core-Shell Particles 

A not-crosslinked or prevulcanized NR latex was 
charged into a stirred stainless-steel reactor (5 L). 
After the system was purged by nitrogen, St, or 
MMA, emulsions were fed continuously into the 
main reactor which was thermostated a t  50°C. Wa- 
ter was added to  the seed latex and the monomer 
preemulsion to maintain the latex solids content at 
50%. The monomers always contained 0.25 wt % of 
EGDMA as the crosslinking agent. The surfactant 
AD-33,1.0 wt %, based on the monomers was added 
to  the preemulsion. The bipolar redox initiating 
system tert-BuHPITEPA was employed in the ratio 
1/1. In the case of the MMA polymerization, 0.20 
wt % of the initiator system based on NR was used. 
The needed quantity of the initiator had to  be in- 
creased to  0.30 wt % for the St polymerization. Pre- 
vulcanized NR required 1.0 wt % of the initiator 
system based on NR. The activator TEPA was added 
into the main reactor together with the NR seed 
latex, whereas the initiator tert-BuHP was fed to- 
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gether with the preemulsion a t  a feeding rate of 5 
mL/min (MMA) or 2.5 mL/min (St). After the ad- 
dition of the monomer preemulsion, the temperature 
was maintained for 2 h a t  50°C to finish the reaction. 
The degree of conversion was determined gravi- 
metrically. Not-crosslinked NR seed latexes con- 
taining PS subinclusions were coated in the same 
way. Table I summarizes a typical recipe for a com- 
posite NR latex containing 30 wt 9% crosslinked PS 
subinclusions within the NR core and 25 wt % 
crosslinked PMMA in the shell. 

Electron Microscopy 

A Cambridge Instruments Stereoscan 120 scanning 
electron microscope was used for the examination 
of latex samples which were prepared in the follow- 
ing way: A diluted drop of latex was put onto an 
aluminum support and subsequently put into liquid 
nitrogen. Then, a gold layer was deposited on the 
still frozen support with a Cambridge Instruments 
sputter coater. 

A Phillips EM 300 transmission electron micro- 
scope (TEM) was used to observe ultramicrotome 
cuts of latex particles which had been incorporated 
into a PS matrix. First, a smooth surface of the PS 
blend was exposed to osmium tetroxide vapors for 
48 h to stain the NR phase.3''-32 The staining not 
only enhanced the contrast for the microscopic 
viewing of'the blends but also hardened the rubber 
phase. In this way, ultramicrotome cuts could be 
prepared without altering the particle morphology 
of the no longer soft rubber particles. Furthermore, 
latex particles, which were deposed onto a collodion 
film, were observed. The PMMA shell was stained 
with a solution of' 2% phosphotungstic acid (PTA) 
for 2 h. 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

A 10-20 mg sample of a dried latex film was placed 
into an aluminum pan and measured between -80 
and 140°C in a Perkin-Elmer DSC4 thermal ana- 
lyzer. The heating and cooling rate was 10"C/min. 

Dynamic Mechanical Measurements 

The measurements were performed on a Rheome- 
trics RSA I1 instrument which was operated a t  a 
frequency of 10 rad/s between -100 and 0°C. Each 
specimen was stepwise heated from -100°C in in- 
tervals of 25°C and conditioned a t  the desired tem- 
perature for 2 min before each measurement. Spec- 
imens (radius 4 mm, 2 mm thickness) were cut out 
of cast films which were left a t  23°C and 50% relative 
humidity for 2 weeks. 

Thermogravimetric Analysis 

A Mettler TA3000 thermogravimetric analyzing 
system was used to follow the weight loss of a 20 mg 
NR latex sample between 35 and 800°C while the 
system was purged with ordinary air. The heating 
rate was 1O0C/min. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The influence of the emulsion polymerization pro- 
cesses, and especially the used initiation systems, 
was the primary concern of this study. NR-based 
core-shell particles have never been purposely pre- 
pared. Previous research was concentrated on the 
grafting process and the obtained morphological 
structure was of secondary interest. A centrifuged 
prevulcanized NR latex and a not-crosslinked NR 

Table I Recipe for a Composite NR Latex Containing 30 Wt YO Crosslinked PS 
Subinclusions Within the NR Core and 25 Wt 9'0 Crosslinked PMMA in the Shell 

First Stage Second Stage 

Main reactor 
Not-crosslinked NR (60%) 1875 g 
St 748 g 
EGDMA 2 g  
AIM3 (37% in water) 20 g 
AIBN 4.5 g 
Water I l l 2  g 

Main reactor 
Seed latex (first stage) 3760 g 
Activator (TEPA) 2.2 g 

Feeding tank 

MMA 623 g 
EGDMA 1.6 g 

tert-BuHP (70% in water) 3.2 g 
Water 613 g 

AD-33 (37% in water) 17 g 
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Figure 3 Conversion-time plots for the polymerization 
of St in the presence of a NR seed latex using 0.40 wt % 
AIBN based on NR at 70,75,80, and 85°C. St/NR weight 
ratio: 40/60. 

latex with a z-average mean particle size of 500 nm 
were used as seed latexes in a sequential emulsion 
polymerization. A semicontinuous reaction process 
which favors core-shell arrangements in latex par- 
ticles was applied. PS subinclusions were synthe- 
sized in a batch reactor. Besides, a very effective 
commercial surfactant was used. The resulting co- 
polymers possess novel characteristics in relation to 
the already existing range of composite NR particles. 
PMMA- and PS-grafted composite NR latex par- 
ticles were synthesized. Since NR latexes contain 
many nonrubber substances such as proteins which 
act as polymerization inhibitors,33 a relative large 
quantity of initiator calculated on the amount of 
NR was necessary in all cases. A characterization 
of proteins and lipids in NR latexes can be found in 
the l i t e r a t ~ r e . ~ ~  

Batch Emulsion Polymerization: Subinclusion 
Synthesis 

AIBN initiation was used for the PS subinclusion 
synthesis because AIBN is not soluble in the water 
phase. The polymerization takes place in the organic 
phase and very little occurs in the aqueous phase. 
Furthermore, AIBN initiation provides more hy- 
drophobic PS chains compared to  the sulfate-ended 
PS macromolecules resulting from persulfate initi- 
ation. Since the seed latex particles are large, the 
polymerization in the interior of the particles re- 
sembles a bulk polymerization. Very accurate mea- 

ditions for maximal conversion. Relative large 
amounts of AIBN have to be used because of the 
retarding effect of nonrubber substances in NR la- 
texes. The two main factors to  be considered are the 
amount of the used initiator and the reaction tem- 
perature. The soap concentration (1.0 wt % AD-33 
based on S t ) ,  NR seed latex /monomer weight ratio 
(60/40), crosslinking degree (0.25% EGDMA based 
on S t ) ,  and solids content of the latex (50% ) were 
kept constant. The greater hydrophobicity of St rel- 
ative to the NR seed latex particles should assure 
that the monomer uniformly swells the rubber par- 
ticles a t  room temperature and the subsequent po- 
lymerization should take place in the interior of the 
monomer swollen NR particles. The time teq required 
to  achieve equilibrium swelling of a latex particle by 
a small molecule has been estimated as 20 times the 
sorption half-time 36 : 

teq = (20)  7.66 x 10-~  D ~ / D ,  

where D is the particle diameter, and D,, the dif- 
fusion coefficient of a small molecule in the latex 
particle. For an NR particle with a z-average mean 
diameter of 500 nm, equilibrium swelling by St oc- 
curs in 10 min if D, exceeds 6.4 X cm2/s. Values 
of D, for organic liquids in polymers above their Tg 
are on the order of and 10-'ocm2/s.37 The cal- 
culation indicates that the uptake of the St monomer 
into NR particles is very rapid and the applied 3 h 
swelling time is generally sufficient to  achieve a uni- 
form distribution of the monomer within the seed 
latex particles. Figures 3 and 4 show conversion- 
time plots for the polymerization of 66.6 wt % St 
monomer based on NR in a not-crosslinked NR seed 
latex using different amounts of AIBN a t  various 
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surements on the kinetics of the polymerization of 
vinyl monomers in NR latexes can be found in the 
literature.33235 The concern of this research project 
was only to  establish the exact polymerization con- 

Figure 4 Conversion-rate plots for the polymerization 
of St in the presence of an NR seed latex using 0.40 wt % 
AIBN based on NR a t  70,75,80, and 85°C. St/NR weight 
ratio: 40/60. 
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temperatures. A 1 L glass reactor was used for these 
preliminary trials. In Figure 3, the conversion-time 
plots for the polymerization of St in a not-cross- 
linked NR latex are plotted for different reaction 
temperatures. 

Five hours were necessary to reach a conversion 
of more than 90% a t  70 or 75°C. Increasing the tem- 
perature for 1.5 h from 70 to 85°C increased the 
degree of conversion to  about 98%. Only 3 h were 
needed to polymerize 95% of the styrene monomer 
within the not-crosslinked NR latex particles when 
the monomer was polymerized a t  85°C from the 
beginning. However, chain transfer to the NR mac- 
romolecules is enhanced by increase of' the temper- 
ature since grafting reactions have a higher acti- 
vation energy than that of the homopolymeriza- 
tion."-40 I t  is generally accepted that AIBN 
initiation does not promote grafting of St onto NR 
since AIBN cannot abstract hydrogen atoms from 
the NR ba~kbone .~ ' .~ '  However, Soxhlet extraction 
and 'H-NMR spectroscopy showed that NR chains 
had indeed been grafted at  75"C.I4 Degradation of 
NR chains has been reported in literature when St 
was polymerized in cis-1,4-polyisoprene using AIBN 
i n i t i a t i ~ n . ~ ~  

Figure 4 compares the polymerization rate-con- 
version plots for different reaction temperatures. 
The polymerization rate initially increased and rap- 
idly fell off for conversions of more than 55%. Its 
shape can be interpreted as  the result of the for- 
mation of PS microdomains within the NR phase. 
Due to the 0.2-2 pm size of the NR particles, small 
particle kinetics cannot be applied and it must be 
assumed that the polymerization is essentially a 
bulk-phase reaction. First, PS microdomains form 
and swell with the St monomer. PS subinclusions 
swell less with the St monomer than with the rubber 
phase. However, the polymerization rate is more 
rapid in the crosslinked PS domains than in the NR 
phase since the mobility of macroradicals is re- 
stricted in the thermoplastic phase. The viscosity 
within the microdomains is further increased by 
crosslinking of the PS subinclusions. As the poly- 
merization proceeds, transport of the monomer takes 
place because the chemical potential of the monomer 
in the new phase domain is lower than in the rubber 
phase. Until conversions of 55%, the subinclusions 
grew and the rapid fall-off in polymerization rate 
can be explained by monomer depletion of the 
system. 

To avoid grafting and degradation of the NR seed 
latex particles, a low polymerization temperature has 
to  be chosen. At 60"C, an extremely long reaction 
time resulted (16 h) and 70°C was chosen for the 

further synthesis. Figure 5 compares the conversion- 
time plots for different initiator amounts a t  that 
temperature. 

Using less AIBN mainly decreased the degree of 
conversion. The overall reaction time was not 
changed. AIBN, 0.40 wt %, based on NR was used 
in all further emulsion polymerizations in a 5 L 
stainless-steel reactor. Nearly 100% conversion 
could be achieved when the reaction temperature 
was increased to 85°C for 1.5 h after polymerizing 
more than 90% of the monomer a t  70°C during 5 h. 
AIBN, 0.30 wt %, based on NR allowed us to attain 
only 95% conversion. The temperature profile used 
assured the lowest possible degree of grafting a t  an 
overall reaction time of 6.5 h. Low modulus, un- 
grafted NR particles are especially important since 
they are used as impact modifiers for thermoplas- 
tics.2X 

Influence of the St/NR Weight Ratio on the 
Particle Morphology 

The morphology of 40% crosslinked PS/60% NR 
latex semi-IPN particles, which were synthesised by 
AIBN initiation in a 5 L stainless-steel reactor a t  
70°C, is shown in Figure 6. The TEM photomicro- 
graph of these particles which have been incorpo- 
rated into a PS matrix shows clearly that the styrene 
monomer polymerized in microdomains within the 
NR seed latex. Most of the secondary polymer re- 
sides in 150-250 nm-sized domains. Very small sub- 
inclusions (<50 nm) can also be seen. Large and 
small-sized spherical PS domains are distributed 
homogeneously throughout the NR phase. 
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Figure 5 Conversion-time plots for the polymerization 
of St in the presence of a NR seed latex using 0.17, 0.30, 
and 0.40 wt % AIBN based on NR at 70'C. St/NR weight 
ratio: 40/60. 
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Figure 6 Transmission electron micrograph of an os- 
mium tetroxide-stained ultramicrotome cut of a not- 
crosslinked NR-based particle containing 40 wt % cross- 
linked PS subinclusions. AIBN initiation at  70°C. 

The morphology of 20% crosslinked PS/80% not- 
crosslinked NR latex semi-IPN particles which were 
synthesized by the same emulsion polymerization 
procedure is shown in Figure 7. Decreasing the sty- 
rene/NR weight ratio from 40/60 to  20/80 dimin- 
ished the size of the PS subinclusions within the 
NR phase. Occlusions, 50-130 nm sized, were 
formed. Less St monomer decreased the mobility of 
the polymer chains due to  an increase of the internal 
viscosity in the seed latex particles. Large-sized 
subinclusions with a more favorable free energy 
could not be formed. Figure 6 indicates that  poly- 
merizing 67 wt % St monomer based on the NR seed 
latex (St/NR weight ratio: 40/60) increased the mo- 
bility of the polymer chains within the latex particles 
and the case of a thermodynamic-controlled mor- 
phology with large-sized subinclusions is ap- 
proached. Figure 8 shows that an  inverted core (PS)- 
shell (NR) morphology could not be achieved by 
further raising the St/NR weight ratio to 60/40. This 
can be due to  a slight degree of crosslinking of pure 
NR particles. I t  has to be mentioned that  the pre- 
sented particles also contain 25 wt % crosslinked 
PMMA which was polymerized in a second step by 
tert-BuHPITEPA initiation to  constitute a shell. 
The formation of the crosslinked PMMA shell 
around an occluded NR core, which is discussed in 
the following section, can be more clearly distin- 
guished in Figure 16. 

PS subinclusions, 200-400 nm sized, are visible. 
Their size increased considerably more than could 
be predicted. A maximal size of 250 nm is expected, 
assuming unchanged polymerization conditions. The 
very large PS subinclusions indicate that  the vis- 

cosity within the NR particles which were swollen 
with 150 wt % St based on NR was very low. The 
inverse effect explains the formation of three to four 
times smaller-sized PS subinclusions in the case of 
NR particles containing only 20 wt % PS. However, 
the total number of subinclusions did not change 
when the styrene/NR ratio was varied. 

Semicontinuous Emulsion Polymerization: 
Core-Shell Particle Synthesis 

Core-particles were prepared by semicontinuous 
emulsion polymerization. The slow monomer feed- 
ing rate assured that newly nucleated particles are 
not formed or otherwise can be collected up during 
the preparation of the core-shell particles. The high 
solids content (50%) provided a large total surface 
area which facilitated the gathering of small particles 
which might have been newly nucleated. Colloidal 
stability of the latexes was assured by a very effective 
commercial nonylphenylether sulfate surfactant. 
The peroxide/amine-initiated emulsion polymer- 
ization yields very stable latexes since this initiation 
system introduces no additional ions into the NR 
latex and the ionic strength of the aqueous phase 
can be kept low. Figure 9 is a typical scanning elec- 
tron photomicrograph of prevulcanized NR-based 
particles containing 40 wt % crosslinked PMMA in 
the shell. A core-shell arrangement of the polymer 
phases was assumed since the bipolar redox initia- 
tion system tert-BuHPITEPA in conjunction with 

Figure 7 Transmission electron micrograph of an os- 
mium tetroxide-stained ultramicrotome cut of a not- 
crosslinked NR-based particle containing 20 wt % cross- 
linked PS subinclusions. AIBN initiation at  7OoC. 
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Figure 8 Transmission electron micrograph of an os- 
mium tetroxide-stained ultramicrotome cut of a not- 
crosslinked NR-based latex particle containing 45 wt % 
crosslinked PS subinclusions within the rubber phase and 
25 wt % crosslinked PMMA in the shell region. NR/PS 
ratio 40/60; subinclusion synthesis: AIBN initiation a t  
70°C; shell synthesis: tert-BuHPITEPA initiation. 

a semicontinuous feeding process was used. Free 
radicals are produced a t  the particle/water or 
monomer droplet/water interface since the peroxide 
is soluble in both the monomer and the NR particle, 
whereas the activator tetraethylene pentamine is 
water-soluble. I t  is reasonable to assume that the 
distribution of the secondary polymer (11) within 
the rubber particle is nonuniform with a polymer 
11-rich phase at  the surface. 

Polydisperse and isolated particles are clearly 
visible. Crosslinked PMMA, 40 wt %, in the particles 
was sufficient to form a closed shell around the vul- 
canized NR core to  prevent the NR, with a glass 
transition temperature of -6O"C, from film-forming. 
Scanning electron microscopy is well suited to dem- 
onstrate the extreme polydispersity of the NR-based 
particles. By light scattering, 580 nm was determined 
as the z-average mean size of the core-shell particles. 
Polymerizing 40 wt 9% crosslinked MMA in the 500 
nm-sized NR seed latex should have increased its 
particle size to  approximately 590 nm, which coin- 
cides with the measured particle size within exper- 
imental error. The polydisperse particle-size distri- 
bution curve of a precrosslinked NR latex containing 
40 wt % crosslinked PMMA in the shell is plotted 
in Figure 10 as obtained by photon correlation spec- 
troscopy performed on a Malvern Autosizer 11. 

Figure 10 shows that the plotted particle-size dis- 
tribution curve corresponds to the actually observed 
particle sizes in Figure 9. Only very small (<250) 
particles, which are also present in NR latexes, could 
not be detected since very polydisperse latexes are 

Figure 9 Scanning electron photomicrograph of pre- 
vulcanized NR-based latex particles containing 40 wt % 
crosslinked PMMA. tert-BuHPITEPA initiation. 

difficult to measure exactly. In fact, photon corre- 
lation spectroscopy is best suited to determine a 
characteristic particle size and is considerably less 
sensitive to particle-size d i ~ t r i b u t i o n . ~ ~  The trans- 
mission electron photomicrographs in Figures 11 
and 12 show that most of these small particles were 
NR-based core-shell particles and generation of a 
secondary crop of small pure PMMA particles could 
largely be avoided. The PMMA phase can be re- 
vealed by staining methods. For example, phospho- 
tungstic acid (PTA)  has been used to contrast PS/ 
PMMA core-shell latexes.45 This method was ap- 
plied to prevulcanized NR particles containing 40 
wt 76 PMMA. 

[%I by number 

particle size [nm] 

Figure 10 Particle-size distribution curve of a prevul- 
canized NR-based latex containing 40 wt % crosslinked 
PMMA. tert-BuHPITEPA initiation. 
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Figure 11 Transmission electron micrograph of phos- 
photungstic acid-stained prevulcanized NR-based latex 
particles containing 40 wt % crosslinked PMMA. tert- 
BuHP/TEPA initiation. 

Figure 11 clearly shows the PMMA shell which 
has been stained by PTA. The lighter areas repre- 
sent the PMMA phase. Of course, only the external 
region of the shell is formed by pure crosslinked 
PMMA which penetrated into the NR core. A latex 
IPN of crosslinked NR and crosslinked PMMA had 
been formed. The preparation technique did not al- 
low us to observe the interior of the latex particles. 
To  examine the morphology of the 60% prevulcan- 
ized NR/40% crosslinked PMMA latex IPN parti- 
cles more closely, ultramicrotome cuts were studied 
by TEM. The particles were incorporated into a PS 
matrix for microtoming. 

Figure 12 shows the actually obtained morphology 
of precrosslinked NR-based particles containing 40 
wt % crosslinked PMMA. A perfect core-shell par- 
ticle could not be achieved. Many very small 10-60 
nm-sized PMMA subinclusions and a highly inter- 
meshed PMMA shell/NR core interface region can 
be distinguished. The secondary polymer could not 
be restrained in a pure PMMA shell but meandered 
into the NR core. The obtained morphology of 
PMMA-coated NR particles is especially clear in 
the case of the small-sized particle in the upper-left 
corner of Figure 12. In fact, small-sized PMMA- 
grafted NR particles contain relatively more sec- 
ondary polymer, since the thickness of the inter- 
meshed PMMA/NR surface region does not vary 
appreciably with particle size. Centrifugal fraction- 
ation of Heueuplus-type NR particles led to  the same 
conclusion.23 

Both Os04 and PTA staining techniques show 
similar morphologies. Core-shell particles contain- 
ing small-sized PMMA subinclusions were formed 
when the bipolar redox system tert-BuHPITEPA 

Figure 12 Transmission electron micrograph of an os- 
mium tetroxide-stained ultramicrotome cut of prevulcan- 
ized NR-based particles containing 40 wt % crosslinked 
PMMA. tert-BuHPITEPA initiation. 

was used to polymerize MMA semicontinuously 
within a prevulcanized NR latex a t  50°C. A similar 
morphology resulted for not-crosslinked NR-based 
latex particles containing 40 wt % crosslinked 
PMMA. 

However, Figure 13 shows that the interface mix- 
ing is more extensive in the case of not-crosslinked 
rubber. It can be seen that the PMMA phase mean- 
dered from the exterior region into the center of the 
latex particle. Both composites, of not-crosslinked 
NR and prevulcanized NR-based particles, were 

Figure 13 Transmission electron micrograph of an os- 
mium tetroxide-stained ultramicrotome cut of not-cross- 
linked NR-based particles containing 40 wt % crosslinked 
PMMA. tert-BuHPITEPA initiation. 
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Figure 14 Transmission electron micrograph of the 
osmium tetroxide-stained ultramicrotome cut of not- 
crosslinked NR-based latex particles containing 40 wt % 
crosslinked PS  in the shell. tert-BuHPITEPA initiation. 

prepared by the same emulsion polymerization pro- 
cess and the bipolar redox initiation system was 
used. Comparing Figures 12  and 13 shows that an 
increased crosslink density in polymer network I 
(prevulcanized NR seed latex) diminished the do- 
main size of polymer I1 in the latex IPN. The tighter 
initial network restricted the size of the regions in 
which the secondary polymer PMMA could phase- 
separate. It is known that the crosslink density of 
polymer network I primarily controls the obtained 
IPN m~rphology.~' 

We also tried to create a very unpolar crosslinked 
PS shell around prevulcanized and not-crosslinked 
NR particles. Figure 14 indicates that a PS shell 
was much more difficult to obtain when the bipolar 
redox system and a semicontinuous procedure were 
used. Most of the monomer polymerized in very 
small microdomains within the NR core. The diffuse 
interface of the PS-grafted NR particle and the PS 
matrix indicates an external PS-rich layer. Pure NR 
or NR particles containing PS subinclusions (Figs. 
6 and 7 )  have a distinctive phase boundary. 

Thermodynamic  consideration^^.^^ applied to 
composite latex particles indicate that a polar 
PMMA shell around the hydrophobic NR core can 
be realized more easily. It is the minimizing of the 
interfacial tension of each phase which controls pri- 
marily the arrangement of the polymer phases in 
latex particles. The morphology with the lowest free- 
energy G will be taken up, i.e., the hydrophilic 
PMMA is concentrated in the shell region. The low 
reaction temperature (50°C) and the semicontinuous 
feeding process which ensured a small monomer 
concentration in the system reduced the chain mo- 

bility during the shell synthesis. These two factors 
were not sufficient to realize a very unpolar PS shell 
when the bipolar redox system was used, but a large 
quantity of the St monomer polymerized in small 
microdomains (5-30 nm) within the NR core. The 
very small PS subinclusions indicate that the par- 
ticle morphology resulted from a kinetically con- 
trolled process caused by the high viscosity inside 
the rubber particles during the semicontinuous 
emulsion polymerization a t  50°C. The viscosity 
within the particles can be further increased by the 
use of a prevulcanized NR seed latex. 

Figure 15 shows that the reduced mobility of the 
polymer chains during semicontinuous polymeriza- 
tion of the St monomer within the precrosslinked 
NR latex particles decreased the PS subinclusion 
size by a factor 2. A further direct comparison of 
Figure 14 (semicontinuous feeding of the monomers) 
and Figure 6 (batch process), which are not-cross- 
linked NR-based particles containing 40 wt % 
crosslinked PS, illustrates how the viscosity within 
the latex particles controlled the particle morphol- 
ogy. The low viscosity in the monomer-swollen seed 
latex particles during the batch synthesis resulted 
in six times larger-sized subinclusions and the mor- 
phology was more thermodynamically controlled. 

The 40% crosslinked PS/60% NR latex semi-IPN 
particles in Figure 6, which were synthesized by 
AIBN initiation during a batch emulsion polymer- 
ization, were subsequently coated with crosslinked 
PMMA using the bipolar redox initiation system 
tert-BuHPITEPA and a semicontinuous feeding 
process. Figure 16 shows the morphology of these 
NR/crosslinked PS latex semi-IPN particles which 
were embedded in a PS matrix for microtoming. 

Figure 15 Transmission electron micrograph of the 
osmium tetroxide-stained ultramicrotome cut of a pre- 
vulcanized NR-based latex particle containing 40 wt % 
crosslinked PS in the shell. tert-BuHP/TEPA initiation. 
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in Figure 23. It is assumed that the PS microdomains 
were interconnected by PS chains. 

Figure 16 Transmission electron micrograph of the 
osmium tetroxide-stained ultramicrotome cut  of a not- 
crosslinked NR-based latex particle containing 30 wt % 
crosslinked PS within the N R  core and 25 wt % crosslinked 
PMMA in the  shell. Subinclusion synthesis: AIBN initi- 
ation at 70°C; shell synthesis: ter t -BuHPITEPA initia- 
tion. 

As in the case of ordinary PMMA-coated NR 
particles, i t  was not possible to  avoid some of the 
PMMA (33 wt % based on the core polymer) also 
polymerizing within the nucleus of the semi-IPN 
seed latex particles. A 100-300 nm large intermeshed 
interface region between the crosslinked PS/NR la- 
tex semi-IPN core and the PS matrix can be clearly 
distinguished. It has to be noted though that  the 
latex semi-IPN particles contained only half of the 
PMMA in comparison with the core-shell particle 
which is presented in Figure 13. Increasing the 
amount of the MMA monomer to 66 wt 9% based on 
the core semi-IPN resulted in the formation of more 
PMMA microdomains. Comparing PMMA coated 
not-crosslinked NR and crosslinked PS/NR semi- 
IPN based latex particles indicates that a crosslinked 
PMMA shell was easier to realize in the case of NR 
seed latex particles already containing 40 wt % 
crosslinked PS subinclusions. The PS subinclusions 
constrain the NR particles which swell less than do 
pure rubber particles and, consequently, the poly- 
merization was more restricted to the surface region 
of the occluded NR particles. Figure 16 indicates 
that the PMMA phase meandered only about 100- 
300 nm into the semi-IPN core. The center of the 
particle was not reached as  in the case of a non- 
crosslinked NR-based particle which is shown in 
Figure 13. Crosslinking of the PS subinclusions fur- 
ther irnpeded penetration of the MMA monomer to  
the center of the semi-IPN particles. A schematic 
representation of the latex IPN particles is proposed 

Effect of the Reaction Temperature on the Particle 
Morphology 

The viscosity within the NR particles during the 
subinclusion synthesis is not only determined by the 
relative amount of the monomer which swells the 
rubber phase, but also the reaction temperature is 
another important factor to be considered. Figure 
17 shows the morphology of NR based core-shell 
particles containing 40 wt % crosslinked PS sub- 
inclusions within the rubber phase which were syn- 
thesized at  85°C. 

Increasing the reaction temperature from 70 to 
85"C, which allowed us to decrease the reaction time 
for the subinclusion synthesis from 5 h to  less than 
3 h, resulted in larger-sized subinclusions due to a 
decrease of the internal viscosity during the prep- 
aration of the composite NR-based particles. Figure 
17 shows that the subinclusion size increased from 
150-200 nm to 200-400 nm. On the other hand, de- 
creasing the reaction temperature to 60°C had only 
a little effect on the particle morphology: The sub- 
inclusions size decreased only marginally. The re- 
action temperatures of 70 and 60°C were both far 
below the glass transition temperature of PS 
(90°C).4x The equation T, = T,, - K/M,, where 

Figure 17 Transmission electron micrograph of the  
osmium tetroxide-stained ultramicrotome cut  of a not- 
crosslinked NR-based latex particle containing 30 wt % 
crosslinked PS within the NR core and 25 wt % crosslinked 
PMMA in the  shell. Subinclusion synthesis: AIBN initi- 
ation at 85°C; shell synthesis: ter t -BuHPITEPA initia- 
tion. 
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Table I1 
Latex Particles 

Glass Transition Temperatures (T,) of Different Composites of Not-crosslinked NR-based 

NRR Particles 
Containing 

~ 

40% PS subinclusions 
40% PS subinclusions 
40% PS (core-shell particle) 
20% PS subinclusions 
20% PS subinclusions 
20% PMMA (core-shell particle) 
40% PMMA (core-she11 particle) 
25% PMMA in the shell and 

30% PS in the core 

Initiation System T8 ( " 0  

AIBN 
tert-BuHPIDMA 
tert-BuHPITEPA 
AIBN 
tert-BuHPIDMA 
tert-BuHPITEPA 
tert-BuHPITEPA 
tert-BuHPITEPA 

AIBN 

98 
98 
94 
97 
97 

104 
106 
104 
96 

TgK = 100°C and K = 1.0 X 105,4y predicts that the 
mobility of growing PS chains with a number-av- 
erage molecular weight M ,  of more than 3300 (70°C 
reaction temperature) or 2500 (60°C) is very re- 
stricted at  the reaction temperatures used which 
were below their respective glass transition temper- 
atures. At  85"C, growing PS chains are mobile up 
to an  M,, of 6700, which allows the secondary poly- 
mer to  phase separate in larger-sized subinclusions. 
The St monomer present plasticized PS and NR, 
facilitating further the phase separation. 

NR particles containing crosslinked PS subin- 
clusions can also be prepared a t  50OC using the hy- 
drophobic redox initiation system tert-BuHPIDMA. 
The resulting subinclusions size was not consider- 
ably decreased either, in comparison to particles 
prepared by AIBN initiation a t  70°C. 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) can be used 
for the evaluation of the miscibility between com- 
ponents of polymer  blend^.^" In the absence of mis- 
cibility, a composite of two polymers exhibits two 
distinct glass transitions of the pure components. 
The glass transition temperature (T,) of the non- 
crosslinked NR latex was -63°C. Two comprehen- 
sive studies concerning the glass transition temper- 
ature of NR reported -71°C (Ref. 51) and -67°C 
(Ref. 52) as the true Tr These differences are due 
to  different sample preparation, pretreatment, and 
the correction methods used. However, our main 
objective was to measure the glass transition tem- 
perature of the secondary polymers within the NR 
particles. Clear identification of the glass transition 
of the PS or PMMA phase in NR-grafted copoly- 
mers is difficult to  realize e~perimentally.~'~."~ The 
composition and the glass transition temperatures 

of different composite NR-based latex particles are 
given in Table 11. 

Two glass transition temperatures were observed 
for all modified NR latexes, consistent with a two- 
phase morphology, as confirmed by TEM. The lower 
glass transition temperature of the NR phase 
(-63°C) was not influenced by the composition of 
the latex particles. The upper glass transition tem- 
perature of the PMMA and PS phase could be ob- 
served without prior annealing. It was possible to 
observe separately the PS and the PMMA transi- 
tions in NR-based latex particles containing 30 wt 
% crosslinked PS in subinclusions and 25 wt % 
crosslinked PMMA in the shell. Increasing the 
amount of the secondary polymers in the latex par- 
ticles improved the resolution of the DSC measure- 
ments. The determined values of the glass transition 
temperatures of PMMA (104°C) and PS (97°C) 
closely coincide with pure PMMA and PS. The lit- 
erature reported 104°C for the Tg of PMMASS and 
90°C for the Tg of PS.48 The measured high Tg for 
the PS phase can be explained by a relatively high 
molecular weight of the PS chains. The limiting glass 
transition temperature for PS is 100°C a t  very high 
molecular weights.5fi 

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis 

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) is a technique 
often used to characterize phase behavior in polymer 
blends.57 In Figure 18, the experimental data of the 
loss tangent, tan 6, are plotted as a function of the 
temperature for a cast film of pure NR particles and 
for a film of NR particles containing 40 wt % cross- 
linked PS subinclusions which were synthesized by 
AIBN initiation a t  70°C. The composite particle 
morphology is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 18 Comparison of tan 6 of cast films of a pure 
NR latex and NR particles containing 40 wt  % crosslinked 
PS subinclusions synthesized by AIBN initiation at 70'C. 
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Each curve in Figure 18 shows a peak indicating 
the dynamic transition of the not-crosslinked NR 
phase. The polymers are well phase-separated since 
the width of the tan 6 peaks of pure NR and NR 
containing PS subinclusions did not change. In the 
case of NR particles containing crosslinked PS sub- 
inclusions, the amplitude (tan 6),,, decreased con- 
siderably and the location of the dynamic transition 
temperature Td shifted from -54°C (pure NR) to 
-51°C. It is known that the dynamic transition of 
a composite material is directly related to the relative 
amount of the measured c o m p ~ n e n t . ~ ~ . ~ '  However, 
the observed large decrease of the amplitude (tan 
6),,, must be interpreted not only as a consequence 
of a reduction of the present rubber phase which has 
been substituted by the PS subinclusions but also 
it appears that the relative rubber quantity "active" 
in the dynamic transition is reduced. This reduction 
is due to a partial immobilization of the rubber 
chains by grafting of PS. The increase of Td can also 
be explained by rubber grafting. DSC did not allow 
us to detect grafting of the NR phase. As may be 
expected, the glass transition temperature of NR is 
lower than the dynamic transition temperature. 

Thermogravimetric Analysis 

NR rubber-based composite latex particles have 
been incorporated into thermoplastics to increase 
their impact r e s i s t a n ~ e . ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  They must be stable 
at processing temperatures of 200 or 270°C for about 
3-5 min depending on the toughened polymer ma- 
trix. The molten thermoplastic, which contains the 
NR-based particles, usually is well protected from 
contact with atmospheric oxygen. Assuming the 
worst possible case, dried NR particles were exposed 

to a flow of ordinary air and heated a t  a constant 
rate of 10"C/min until 800°C to analyze their deg- 
radation behavior a t  elevated temperatures. 

Figure 19 shows that a crosslinked PMMA shell 
protects the NR phase from degradation. The tem- 
perature for the maximum rate of decomposition 
(Tmax) could be shifted from 365°C for pure NR to 
380°C in the case of core-shell particles. Of course, 
(TmaX) depends on the heating rate, e.g., a faster 
heating rate of 30"C/min increases (T,,,) to 412"C61 
The prepared PS-coated NR particles were not 
studied since PMMA protects the NR more effec- 
tively against oxidation. In fact, the oxygen per- 
meability of PS is 25 times higher than is the per- 
meability of PMMA.62 The difference of the thermal 
stabilities of PMMA and NR are not big enough to 
observe two separated peaks. Alternative methods 
for measuring the thermal performance of modified 
NR particles are DSC and Fourier transformation 
infrared spec t ro~copy .~"~~  The oxidation products 
which are formed during the degradation of NR at 
elevated temperatures are described in the litera- 
t ~ r e . ~ . ~  

Film Formation 

The film-forming ability of composite latexes can 
be interpreted in terms of the morphology of the 
particles achieved. Poor film formation (cracked 
film) is a sign of a high concentration of the sec- 
ondary polymer a t  the surface of the particles and 
good film formation (coherent film) characterizes 
composite NR particles with an even distribution of 
polymer I1 within the NR seed latex particles.22 Two 
mm-thick films of the different NR-based core-shell 
particles were prepared by evaporating the water of 
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Figure 20 SEM photo of not-crosslinked NR-based la- 
tex particles containing 40 wt % crosslinked PMMA in 
the shell. tert-BuHPITEPA initiation. 

different NR latexes during 1 week at  23°C and 50% 
relative humidity. Information already in the 
literature2’ describes cracks observed in the case of 
NR-based latex particles containing more than 20 
wt % crosslinked PMMA in the shell. The SEM 
photo of Figure 9 shows that 40 w t  5% crosslinked 
PMMA in the shell of prevulcanized NR-based latex 
particles prevented the NR phase from forming a 
film. Polymerizing the same mass fraction of cross- 
linked PMMA in a not-crosslinked NR seed latex 
also yielded hard and isolated particles as  shown in 
Figure 20. Both latexes were prepared by a semi- 
continuous feeding process in combination with the 
bipolar redox initiation system tert-BuHPITEPA. 
Free radicals are generated at  the particle/water in- 
terface and the secondary polar polymer PMMA is 
concentrated in the exterior region of the composite 
latex particle. 

Figure 21 shows that decreasing the amount of 
crosslinked PMMA in the shell of not-crosslinked 
NR-based latex particles to 20 wt  % PMMA still 
allowed us to observe many isolated particles. How- 
ever, the latex begins to  recover film integrity. 

Figure 20, and especially Figure 21, show that 
neighboring NR-based core-shell particles without 
PS subinclusions have a tendency to coalesce. Core- 
shell particles containing PS subinclusions within 
the NR phase were also studied. Figure 22 shows an 
SEM photo of 60% NR/40% PS latex semi-IPN- 
based particles containing 25 wt % PMMA in the 
shell. The increased magnification allows us to dis- 
cern clearly that occluded NR-based core-shell par- 
ticles which are touching each other maintained 
their integrity. 

Hard and isolated latex particles can be seen. This 
result is in accordance with the actually observed 

Figure 21 SEM photo of not-crosslinked NR-based la- 
tex particles containing 20 wt % crosslinked PMMA in 
the shell. tert-BuHPITEPA initiation. 

morphology of the latex particles in Figure 16. 
PMMA could be more effectively concentrated in 
the shell region of the latex IPN-based particles 
which did not form a film. 

The obtained films of not-crosslinked NR latex 
particles containing 40 wt 7% crosslinked PS in the 
shell were clearly more homogeneous than in the 
case of PMMA-coated particles. These qualitative 
observations signify that the ideal core-shell struc- 
ture is easier to achieve in the case of a PMMA than 
for a PS shell. This is consistent with the TEM ob- 
servations and thermodynamic considerations. 

When initiation by the fully oil-soluble redox 
system peroxide/DMA or by AIBN was used, the 
emulsion polymerization took place entirely within 

Figure 22 SEM photo of not-crosslinked NR-based la- 
tex particles containing 30 wt % crosslinked PS within 
the NR core and 25 w t  % crosslinked PMMA in the shell. 
Subinclusion synthesis: AIBN initiation a t  7OoC; shell 
synthesis: tert-BuHPITEPA initiation. 
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uble in the organic phase and the polymerization 
takes place entirely within the NR particle. 

Before the polymerization was initiated by in- 
creasing the temperature to 7Ooc, the NR particles 
were uniformly swollen by the St monomer. As soon 
as the polymerization starts, by the generation of 
free radicals, phase separation occurs and PS do- 
mains form throughout the NR seed latex particles. 
The existing PS microdomains grow and new do- 
mains form. The polymerization kinetics which are 
presented in Figure 4 are in accordance with this 
picture. Higher St/NR swelling ratios decreased the 
viscosity within the rubber particles and the in- 
creased diffusion rate of radicals and polymer chains 
resulted in the formation of larger-sized subinclu- 
sions. Photon correlation spectroscopy, TEM, and 
SEM show that NR latexes contain particles with 

latex particle in water 
Figure 23 Site of the reaction in a composite NR-based 
latex particle in the case of AIBN initiation or the hydro- 
phobic redox initiation system tert-BuHPIDMA. Batch 
process. 

the NR particles and a rather uniform distribution 
of the secondary polymer in PS subinclusions within 
the latex particles was observed by TEM. Hence, 
not-crosslinked NR particles containing 20 or 40 w t  
% PS subinclusions, synthesized by these initiation 
systems, formed a homogeneous film. This means 
that the NR phase formed the soft matrix in which 
PS subinclusions were embedded. The morphology 
of the prepared film must be very similar to the not- 
crosslinked NR particles containing 20 or 40 wt % 
PS subinclusions which are shown in Figures 6 and 
7. Lastly, it is known that y-radiation-induced co- 
polymerization produces radicals which are gener- 
ated in both the aqueous and the organic phase and 
an intermediate distribution of polymer I1 within 
the NR particles results.20 

POLYMERIZATION SITE A N D  MECHANISM 
OF MORPHOLOGY FORMATION 

On the basis of these TEM photos, a mechanism for 
the development of the different composite NR- 
based latex particles is proposed. The emulsion po- 
lymerization feeding processes and the different ini- 
tiation systems used determined the morphology of 
the observed latex particles. 

When an inverted structure is required, the sec- 
ondary polymer usually is produced by batch poly- 
merization in the presence of a seed latex.66 The 
initiation system used for the introduction of PS 
subinclusion into not-crosslinked NR particles is 
schematically represented in Figure 23. The initiator 
AIBN or the redox couple tert-BuHPIDMA are sol- 

a wide range of diameters from 0.1-2 pm. Most of 
the particles are less than 0.5 pm, but most of the 
mass of the rubber resides in particles greater than 
0.6 pm. It is assumed that the polymerization within 
the NR seed latex particles is essentially a bulk po- 
lymerization. 

A bipolar redox initiation system in conjunction 
with a semicontinuous feeding process produces NR- 
based core-shell particles. The location of the com- 
ponents of the redox couple tert-BuHPITEPA is 
shown in Figure 24. 

The semicontinuous feeding process maintained 
a low monomer concentration absorbed at  or near 
the surface of the NR seed latex particles where the 
redox partners meet and the emulsion polymeriza- 
tion takes place. A low reaction temperature (50°C) 
and crosslinking raised the kinetic barrier to phase 
inversion. The crosslinking agent, introduced during 
the polymerization of MMA or St, helped to con- 
centrate the secondary polymers at  the particle sur- 
face since the polymer phases were locked into a 

U H 

{ m e e t r a e t h y i e n e  H pentamine 

(soluble in water) 

\( E P .  (soluble in the 

NR 

=latex particle in water 

Figure 24 Site of the reaction in a composite NR-based 
latex particle in the case of the bipolar redox initiation 
system tert-BuHPITEPA. Semicontinuous process. 
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Figure 25 Schematic representation of the radical dis- 
tribution profile within the latex particles when the bipolar 
redox initiation system tert-BuHPITEPA is used in con- 
junction with a semicontinuous feeding process. 

core-shell conf ig~ra t ion .~~ Grafting of the secondary 
polymers onto NR chains is promoted by the per- 
oxide initiation system used. This fact increases the 
stability of the core-shell arrangement of the poly- 
mer phases by reducing the mobility of the polymer 
chains.68 It was easier to concentrate polar PMMA 
in the shell region of the latex particles than was 
PS which formed many very small-sized subinclu- 
sions within the rubber phase. Comparing NR par- 
ticles containing the same amount of PS, which were 
synthesized either by a batch (hydrophobic redox 
system) or a semicontinuous (bipolar redox system) 
process, decreased the size of the internal PS do- 
mains by a factor 6. This change reflects a transition 
from a more thermodynamically controlled mor- 
phology to a more kinetically controlled one. A low 
monomer concentration, in the case of the semicon- 
tinuous process, did not allow the PS phase to form 
large-sized domains because of a high viscosity 
within the rubber particles. An inverted core-shell 
particle would be the arrangement with the lowest 
free-energy G.  

The polymerization rate in a bulk polymerization 
decreases rapidly a t  high conversions since the 
propagation rate coefficient kp is reduced. A recent 
publication explains this effect by a decreased ini- 
tiator effi~iency.~’ A t  high conversions, the possi- 
bility of the recombination of radicals is increased 
since the higher viscosity within the latex particles 
reduces the diffusion rate of the generated radicals. 
The monomer concentration in the latex particles 
was very low since the semicontinuous feeding pro- 
cess assured starved feeding conditions; e.g., at the 

end of the monomer addition period, more than 90% 
of the fed monomer had already been polymerized. 
Radicals which are generated in the surface region 
of the particles cannot diffuse quickly due to the 
high viscosity within the NR particles. At the sur- 
face, the radical concentration is considerably higher 
than in the center of the latex particle since this is 
the site of their generation. Furthermore, radical 
pairs can be separated by a desorption of one radical 
into the aqueous phase which contributes to increase 
the initiation efficiency there. A radical distribution 
curve is proposed in Figure 25. The positions R and 
0 on the x-axis represent the center of a latex par- 
ticle and the particle/water interface, respectively. 
Due to the complexity of the bipolar redox initiation, 
a quantitative approach to  this problem was not 
tried. 

CONCLUSIONS 

PMMA- and PS-grafted NR latex particles were 
prepared. Both vulcanized and not-crosslinked nat- 
ural rubber seed latexes were used. Several initiation 
systems allowed us to control the site of polymer- 
ization which determined the final morphology of 
the prepared composite NR-based particles. The 
mode of monomer addition was also highly influen- 
tial in determining the particle morphology. TEM 
in combination with diff’erent staining methods 
made it possible to observe the morphology of the 
prepared latexes actually obtained. It was possible 
to adjust the emulsion polymerization process of NR 
latexes in such a way that the resulting latexes of 
identical chemical composition possessed either a 
heterogeneous structure, with the secondary polymer 
concentrated in the shell region of the particles, or 
a more homogeneous structure, with polymer I1 
evenly distributed in small-sized subinclusions 
within the NR particles. 

AIBN initiation or the hydrophobic redox initi- 
ation system tert-BuHPIDMA served for the intro- 
duction of rigid PS subinclusions within the NR 
particles during batch emulsion polymerization. A 
higher monomer/NR swelling ratio produced larger- 
sized crosslinked PS subinclusions within the NR 
phase. A reaction temperature which approached the 
glass transition temperature of PS allowed the sec- 
ondary polymer to phase-separate in large-sized PS 
subinclusions. 

A semicontinuous emulsion polymerization pro- 
cess, in conjunction with the bipolar redox initiator 
couple tert-BuHPITEPA, served for the preparation 
of NR-based core-shell particles a t  5OoC. This type 
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of initiation favors the particle /water  interface as 
the locus of polymerization. Polar PMMA was much 
more  likely t o  produce t h e  desired core-shell mor- 
phology than was PS. A perfect crosslinked PMMA 
shell could not be obtained but the secondary poly- 
mer  meandered in to  the NR-based core. The use of 
prevulcanized NR diminished the core / shell inter-  
face mixing and decreased the PS subinclusion size. 
NR particles containing PS subinclusions restrained 
the PMMA phase t o  the surface region of t h e  com- 
posite NR particles. A semicontinuous feeding pro- 
cess decreased the PS subinclusions size by a factor 
of 6 in  comparison with a batch reaction. SEM 
clearly shows hard particles i n  the case of more than 
20% crosslinked PMMA in the shell of NR particles. 
NR-based core-shell particles containing PS sub- 
inclusions were clearly less susceptible to coales- 
cence. Differential scanning a n d  D M A  confirmed a 
two- or three-phase particle morphology. 
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